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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM OF SIMULTANEOUS ARTICULATIONS 

The point of T4.4 is to leverage formal linguistic knowledge to specify an automatic way of 
improving the output of the T4.3 machine translation. There are two types of problems or 
imprecision that can be expected from this output. One is the invalid output compared to 
what one hoped that the translation model would have been trained to do. For example, 
when using parallel text and gloss sequences as training data, an incorrect gloss may occur 
in the output sequence. This is in general considered due the lack of data or its 
representativeness. The list of possible mistakes of this kind is of course dependant on the 
data representation and format. 

The other comes from the simplifications or approximations of the data representation itself. 
The issues here do not incriminate the translation module in the pipeline, as they will remain 
in the output no matter how well-trained the model is. They are rather baked in the choice of 
representation itself. For example, animating from a gloss sequence used to represent input 
signed utterances does not properly control features like the time that separates two 
consecutive signs, the speed at which to produce them, simultaneous body or face 
articulations, space relocations, eye gaze, etc. It is also limited in handling signed units that 
cannot consistently be glossed, like size and shape specifications—often termed SASSs in 
the literature—which make a separate and simultaneous use of the hands and are deployed 
in continuous space in a relevant manner, without matching a discrete label. 

Whereas, these features are known to be important in Sign Language (SL) discourse 
production, sometimes even essential if they are the only way to distinguish two supporting 
gloss sequences in meaning. For example, consider the following gloss sequence: 

 TOWN   CASTLE   PRETTY   ME   GO 

Depending on the timings and articulations performed by the various body parts in parallel, 
the same sequence can support several interpretations, sometimes quite different in 
meaning: 

1. I am going to the town with the pretty castle. 

2. {town whose name-sign is CASTLE} is pretty, and/so I am going there. 

3. If [I learn that] the castle in town is pretty, I will go. 

4. Between the town and the pretty castle, I [choose to] go to town. 

… 

 

Figure 1 shows the differences in produced forms corresponding to each meaning. In each 
diagram, the horizontal arrow represents the time axis, and the boxes show time intervals 
during which some part of the signing activity takes place. Specified in the boxes, “el:cl” 
stands for “eyelids closed”, i.e. an eye blink, “eg:…” specifies a direction for the eye gaze, 
Lssp/Rssp are two points on either side of the signing space. 
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Figure 1: Timelines of 4 distinct signed productions using the same sign sequence 

 

SL streams therefore enclose a lot more than linear arrangements of glossable units alone. 
Reducing a signed output to a time-ordered list of labels is often convenient because it is a 
common feature across virtually all of the linguistically annotated data available, and it allows 
to transfer algorithms developed for linear input like text. But it invariably comes at a cost in 
expressivity, and is bound to hinder subsequent animations because many parallel features 
will be lacking. Rendering a concatenation of units (signs) with no further control of the timing 
between them, or nothing to animate the eye, face, body or mouth in parallel results in a 
robotic feel and unnatural dynamics that is often not linguitically acceptable (too ambiguous, 
too unnatural). This task tries to suggest a way of compensating part of this problem by 
making use of formal linguistic knowledge, drawing from the work done with AZee in the past 
decade. 

 

2 AZEE 

AZee is a formal SL representation approach, aimed at accounting for these subtleties in 
production, and controlling avatars to synthesise them correctly from semantically informed 
input. It is based on a native functional language capable of describing SL forms to produce, 
i.e. multi-linear body articulations and their synchronisation or precedence [1, 2]. 

To do so, it defines a set of SL-related object types like geometric vectors and points, useful 
to address signing space. Most notably, values of type SCORE represent timelines of signing 
activity such as those represented in figure 1, in principle synthesisable by an avatar. Type 
AZOP is the functional type, i.e. whose values are functions that can be applied to named 
arguments. 
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A second piece of the AZee approach, on a higher level of abstraction and this time for a 
given SL, is the notion of production rule, i.e. a strong association of systematically 
observable forms (set of articulators and the way they are arranged in time) with their 
interpreted meaning. Production rules can have mandatory or optional arguments, which can 
be of different types. Note that a methodology has been developed to identify production 
rules in SL corpora. It consists in alternating search criteria of form and meaning until strong 
pairings establish. Every such rule therefore surfaces from the study of SL data only. No rule 
is assumed to exist beforehand [5, 8]. 

For example: 

• the form shown in figure 2 associates with the meaning “castle” in French Sign 
Language (LSF); 

• the synchronisation of forms illustrated in figure 3 associates with the meaning “info, 
given about topic”, given any two signed pieces topic and info. 

 

Figure 2: CASTLE in LSF [7] 

 

 

Figure 3: Time arrangement of signed production for rule info-about 
(red boxes are of variable content and duration, “el:cl” stands for “eyelids closed”, i.e. an eye blink) 

 

To encode these form–meaning associations in AZee, we use the native type AZOP to 
create a function whose return value is the form to produce (usually a SCORE), and we 
assign it a reference. The label is chosen to reflect the interpreted meaning, for example 
“info-about” for the second association above. For the first one, a simple ID-Gloss can be 
used (Johnston, 2010), in this case “castle”. 

We call production set the set which contains all the production rules found for a SL. As 
some production rules in the set allow nesting of items of the same type (e.g. info-about 
generates a SCORE and itself takes SCORE arguments), we can build expressions of any 
size, to represent SL utterances of any length. Such expressions, constructed using 
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production rules to combine the relevant meanings and produce the appropriate forms, are 
referred to as AZee discourse expressions. 

 

Figure 4: PRETTY in LSF [7] 

 

For example, given a third rule “pretty” for the eponymous sign (figure 4) used in our 
example above, the constructed expression “info-
about(topic=castle(), info=pretty())” generates the utterance (SCORE) meaning 
“[the/a] castle is pretty”. In native AZee indented style: 

:info-about 
   ‘topic 
   :castle 
   ‘info 
   :pretty 

 

Building further, consider the “side-info” rule which supports the meaning “focus, with side, 
additional or incidental information info” (figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5: Timeline for rule side-info 
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Using this rule and the expression in the paragraph above, we can represent the meaning 
numbered (1) in §1 as follows: 

:info-about 
   ‘topic 
   :side-info     % meaning: town with a pretty castle 
      ‘focus 
      :town 
      ‘info 
      :info-about % meaning: castle is pretty 
         ‘topic 
         :castle 
         ‘info 
         :pretty 
   ‘info 
   :info-about    % meaning: I go 
      ‘topic 
      :me 
      ‘info 
      :go 

 

The slight head tilt generated by side-info (preceding CASTLE and held over onto PRETTY 
in the final result), the controlled short holds after some signs (none after TOWN, but ~.3 
seconds after PRETTY for example), the eye blinks after PRETTY and GO generated by the 
info-about rules... are as many cues that make interpretation (1) the only valid one, as they 
will contrast with other signals in the other cases—see figure 1. Sub-figure 1.1 is the result of 
evaluating the expression above. 

One sees how this approach captures linguistic knowledge on what to produce on an avatar, 
handles simultaneity and controls articulator synchronisation in a much finer way than a 
gloss sequence can approximate. The motivation of this task was to recuperate as much of 
this knowledge as possible, while still working from gloss sequences, when they are output 
by the translation system. 

 

3 LEVERAGING AZEE TO IMPROVE GLOSS SEQUENCES 

Some distinctions in meaning can only be made through non-glossed cues only, e.g. 
sentences (1) through (4) in §1. This kind of ambiguity has to be left unresolved in this task, 
working from the gloss sequence only. What we can hope to compensate is the robotic feel 
induced by rendering signs one after the other with the avatar. 

The general principle with AZee discourse expressions is that nothing is articulated (in form) 
without being the result of a production rule (with meaning). And sequence being a type of 
synchronisation, it too should normally be justified by an appropriately selected rule among 
those available that generate a sequence. And it would then come with some control of the 
transition time and added body or facial articulations, which would liven up the avatar when 
doing the synthesis downstream. The question here is that of lifting gloss sequences to a 
connected AZee expression, in order to approach the naturalness that can come out of it. 
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To do so, we propose first to create an artificial AZee rule “EGG” (for “EASIER gloss gloss…”), 
accepting a units list as parameter, and whose form is the same (robotic) sequence of units 
as would be concatenated by a sequential animator (figure 6). It is artificial in the sense that 
it is motivated only by a resulting form—the sequence—, while it is not tied to any identified 
meaning. 

 

 

Figure 6: Timeline for dummy EGG rule 

 

This way though, any gloss sequence “A   B   C   …” can be wrapped in an 
EGG(units=[A, B, C, ...]) expression and thereby be lifted to the AZee-format. For 
example, the sequence of §1 becomes: 

:EGG 
   ‘units 
   list 
      :town 
      :castle 
      :pretty 
      :me 
      :go 

 

Then, we can identify subsequences in EGG.units values which would likely be supported by 
an AZee composition of properly identified (non-EGG) rules. For example, using a lexical 
resource to look up parts of speech (noun, verb, etc.) from glosses, we can detect the 
immediate concatenation of a unit glossed with a personal pronoun (like “me”) and one 
glossed with a verb (like “go”) at the end of an utterance, and consider that it is likely missing 
an info-about connector. Hence it can be augmented to the more complete expression: 
info-about(topic=me(), info=go()). 

Similarly, a noun+adj sequence could be turned into either expression below: 

• info-about(topic=[noun], info=[adj]), if the adjective terminates—and is probably 
the point of—the utterance; 

• side-info(focus=[noun], info=[adj]) otherwise, which would apply to the 2nd+3rd 
element sequence of our example. 
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The example EGG expression above, after these transformations, becomes: 

:EGG 
   ‘units 
   list 
      :town 
      :side-info 
         ‘focus 
         :castle 
         ‘info 
         :pretty 
      :info-about 
         ‘topic 
         :me 
         ‘info 
         :go 

 

By evaluating this new expression, we have taken more control over some of the time 
separations, and added few body articulations and subtle manual holds, as illustrated in 
figure 7. This will not salvage any meaning lost in the lack of markings that are not supported 
by glosses, for example if the production should mean “hesitatingly go” through parallel body 
dynamics and facial expression on GO. It does however reduce the number of robotic-
looking transitions (marked “Ø” in the figure) from 4 to 2, which we propose is a net benefit. 

 

Before lifting:   

After lifting:   

Figure 7: Generated EGG-wrapped scores before (top) and after (b) the lifting process 

 

4 RELATED WORK AND PROSPECTS 

The Paula avatar used in the EASIER project has been developing the capability of reading 
the AZee SCORE format in the recent years, and as demonstrated outside of the project, is 
now already able to animate many of the specified features [3, 4]. Therefore, although this 
part of the technology is not planned to be included in the demonstrator, using AZee as a 
way to lift gloss sequences to a more acceptable rendering seems like a desirable short-term 
prospect. 

Besides, this possibility has motivated the work done to propose an “EASIER notation”, 
initiated recently by partner UHH in the project (WP6). It can be seen as a way to decorate 
gloss sequences with new tags and symbols, many chosen in such a way that it becomes 
possible to build an AZee expression, and in the same way increase the quality of any 
synthesis from the new input [6]. 
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